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H o t e l  B e a u - R i v a g e  G e n è v e , 
t h e  l u x u r y  o f  a u t h e n t i c i t y , 

a  h i s t o r i c a l  g e m ,  a n  i c o n i c  h o t e l .
Step into history and experience excellence. 

You are at hotel Beau-Rivage Genève. Surrounded by the 
magical setting of  Lake Geneva and the Alpine peaks, let 
yourself be swept up the unparalleled elegance and unique 
art of living at our private hotel whose unmatched charm has 

been alive for over 150 years.
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CHECK AVAILABILITY

Overnight stay in a classic room, enjoy breakfast on the legendary terrace 
of the hotel and access to fitness center 24/7.

FROM CHF 570 .- PER NIGHT

BED & 
BREAKFAST

https://www.beau-rivage.ch/en/special-offers.html
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The floral arrangements so exquisitely realised 
by Karel are a reflection of seasons and provide a 
sense of balance and elegance. Flowers inspire, 
bring pleasure and convey emotions. Here they are 
queens in their realm. The artist can give free rein 
to his talent and creativity, renewing his creations 
as the weeks go by and upon request... Beau-Rivage 
Genève enchants your senses and the flowers, with 

their fleeting beauty, are its precious allies.

SERVICE

Karel, florist of the hotel
THE ART OF ENCHANTMENT

“A flower lasts not long 
but the joy it gives for just 
a minute is one of those 
things that has neither 

beginning nor end.” 

Paul Claudel
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GENEVA

Droplets  propelled  forwards  by  the  wind,  a  
hypnotic  plume of air bubbles rising from the 
depths, a work of   art   in   perpetual   motion...   
Geneva’s   water   jet   captivates  all  observers.  
It  came  about  in  stages.  In  1886,  a  hydraulics  
company  distributed  highly  pressurized   water   
directly   to   the   machines   of   Geneva’s  
craftsmen  and  tradespeople.  But  in  the  
evening,  when  the  machines  were  switched  
off  at  night, surplus pressure built up, for which 

engineers devised  a  special  release  valve.  
The  resulting  jet  reached heights of 30 metres. 
Five years later, the City of Geneva decided to 
relocate the jet to the harbour, where it climbed 
to 90 metres in height. In the early 1950s, a 
pumping station pushed the plume higher still, 
up to 140 metres, at a speed of 200 km/h. This 
feat of engineering has since become a major 
tourist attraction and beloved emblem of the 
city.

THE JET 
D’EAU, 

THE EMBLEM 
OF GENEVA
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MAJESTIC

In 1903, Alfred Olivet, official Beau-Rivage architect, undertook 
a number of renovations to the façade. On the first floor above 
the atrium, the metal guardrail was replaced with one made from 
imitation stone. Other works involved changing the appearance 
of the main hall, moving the billiards room, and in 1928, erecting 

a pergola opposite the promenade. 

From 2015-2017, Pierre-Yves Rochon was the designer of the 
exclusive grand renovations of the top 5th and 6th floors with 
additions of state-of-the-art technology, to house two-story 
suites, the Lake View Loft Suites as well as Royal Suite and 
Imperial Suite. The Lake View Loft Suites have an automatic 
roof window system that allows you to enjoy a view overlooking 

the sky from the comfort of your bed.
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ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

PERSONALITIES WHO HAVE LEFT THEIR MARK
While the history of the hotel has undeniably been enriched by the extraordinary destiny of its famous visitors, history 

with a capital H arguably requires exceptional places such as Beau-Rivage Genève to make things happen.

In 1945, the United Nations replaced the League of 
Nations as the plat-form for post-war negotiations. 
Two years  later,  Beau-Rivage  once  again  entered  
the  spotlight  of  history  by  welcoming Eleanor 
Roosevelt, Chair of the committee charged with 
drawing up the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights. She returned several times to the hotel, 
finding here the peace and quiet  essential  for  her  
work  on  this  founding  document  of  the  modern  
world. Her strength and commitment was  key  to  
getting  the  bill  passed,  and she soon became a 
ray of light in dark days. As the widow of American 
President  Franklin  D.  Roosevelt,  she  made a 
lasting impression on Geneva, a proud international 
city, which found itself  at  the  centre  of  a  great  
change  across the world. Following Elisabeth, 
Empress  of  Austria,  many  women  engaged in 
world affairs, like Danielle Mitterand,  Simone  Weil  
and,  more  recently,  Angelina  Jolie,  have  stayed  
at Beau-Rivage.

WOMEN AT THE 
HEART OF THE STORY

A great diplomat, universally know for her charisma, Eleanor 
Roosevelt was posthumously awarded the United Nations prize 
for Human rights in 1968. She stayed at Beau-Rivage Genève 

from the 1st to the 19th of December, 1947, in suite 101-102.

Eleanor 
Roosevelt
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The most emblematic of our suites and also 
the most prestigious. In homage to the famous 
strong, committed diplomat, the Eleanor 
Roosevelt Suite is worthy of every possible 
superlative when telling the tale of its pomp 
and beauty. The Suite is spread over 250m2, 
offering you the natural light of a conservatory 
with stunning views on all sides. Adorned with 
works of art and ornaments in shimmering 
shades made to the highest quality, the 
suite is as welcoming as it is vast in size. 
The Murano glass chandelier, impressive 
in the light, enhances a world in which the 
comfort provided by cutting-edge technology 
is combined with the elegance of the classical 
and baroque styles. One moves freely 
throughout the open-plan layout, just like in 
an apartment. The office area can be adapted 
to meet your needs, made into a fitness room 
or games area for children for example. From 
the huge, stylish and incredibly comfortable 
bedroom with its King Size bed through to the 
fully-equipped spa master bathroom with an 
incredible adjacent walk-in wardrobe... there is 
everything you need for an exceptional stay at 
Beau-Rivage Genève! This wing of the hotel can 
be reserved for exclusive use and the Eleanor 
Roosevelt Suite is equipped with a kitchenette 
and connects with adjoining rooms and suites 
for added space and comfort.

CAPACITY

     250 m2

     2 PERSONS

     1 KING SIZE BED

     Communicating with 1 Luxury Executive    
 room and 1 Loft Suite lake view

SUITE AMENITIES

 View of the lake, water jet, Mont-Blanc and old town

     Located on the 5th floor

     Vast living room with winter garden bathed in 
 natural light, Dining room, Office

     Master bathroom with dressing room, hammam, 
 jacuzzi bath and shower

     Kitchenette with external access

    75’’ curved TV

    Complimentary WIFI

     Bathroom amenities by Alpeor

     In-room safe

     Air conditioning

ROYAL SUITE

MORE INFORMATION

ROYAL SUITE
Eleanor Roosevelt

https://www.beau-rivage.ch/en/royal-suite.html
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VIRTUAL VISIT

https://www.vip-luxury360.com/galerie360/visites/vv-beau-rivage/vv-hotel-beau-rivage-en-c.html?s=pano66952&h=0&v=0.0000&f=74.3802&skipintro&norotation
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CULINARY 
EXPERIENCE

ALBERTINE’S | SISSI TEA TIME | LE CHAT-BOTTÉ

ALBERTINE’S

albertines@beau-rivage.ch | +41 22 716 69 40

MENU

What could be a more perfect spot than the stylish, hushed atmosphere 
of the Albertine’s bar at Beau-Rivage Genève to spend time relaxing and 

enjoying oneself?

Whether for a leisurely lunch or a quick snack, your lunch at Beau-Rivage 
Genève’s bar will have the exquisite taste of fine-dining cuisine, a timeless 
moment filled with the distinctive flavours of sophistication and yesteryear 

charm found at our hotel.

ALBERTINE’S
As night falls and the magical evening atmosphere comes alive, the bar at 
Beau-Rivage Genève provides the ultimate in comfort and tranquillity as 
guests and visitors spend time chatting and musing.

mailto:albertines%40beau-rivage.ch%20?subject=Albertine%27s
https://www.beau-rivage.ch/en/albertine.html
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PIANIST IMELDA GABS
Imelda Gabs is a belgian singer, pianist and music 
producer. With her Jazz and Soul roots, she’s been 
performing since she was 14 at the Palais des Beaux-
Arts in Brussels and many other venues all around 
Europe. She had the opportunity to perform with many 
well-known international artists, including Rhoda Scott 
or Marcus Miller. She is now preparing the release of her 
first solo single and an EP will see the day in 2021 and 

we have the honor to welcome her.

IM
EL

D
A 

GA
BS

FROM 6 OCTOBER TO 31 DECEMBER 2021
WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY: 6.00 PM TO 11.00 PM

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY: 3:00 PM TO 6:30 PM

BEAU-RIVAGE’S NEW 
MUSICAL TALENT WITH 

A SOUL VOICE TAKES 
OVER THE PIANO BAR 

ALBERTINE’S
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We believe in quality over quantity; we produce a limited number 
of pieces using the finest, ethically sourced gemstones, carefully 
selected for maximum beauty. All of our jewellery is made locally 
in Geneva, by skilled craftsmen whose know-how expertise and 
eye for detail ensure the highest quality. Hand-crafting our pieces 
locally is a sustainable choice, which ensures transparency 
and allows us to oversee the entire production process, from 
start to finish. Our creations are brought to life exactly the way 
we envisioned them, and are accompanied with the original 
gouache painting; reflecting the artistic vision and technical 
details intended for each design. Like every stone, our jewellery 
is unique, variating from piece to piece and never made the same 

way twice. 

Our shared interest in rare and beautiful gemstones, combined 
with our passion for traditionally crafted jewellery, allows for the 
creation of authentic, exceptional pieces. We are uncompromising 
in our commitment to selecting each stone for our pieces; many 
of which are sourced locally, often found in antique jewellery and 
repurposed in our designs. Our approach has always been to 
design around the individual beauty of each gemstone; using the 
stones as a main source of inspiration and creating a setting that 

reveals their unique brilliance. 

WEBSITE

LOTUS RING
Padparadscha Sapphire: 4.42cts 
Diamond Mélée: approx. 0.91cts 

Rose Gold 18k 

Old Cut Diamonds: Approx 7,76cts (main 
stones 0,94ct/1,02cts) 

Diamond Melee: approx. 0,81cts 
Total Diamond Weight: Approx 8,57cts  

Silver/White Gold 18k 

Kashmir Sapphire: 4.577cts, 
(Kashmir, No Heat) 

Diamond Melee: 1,78cts 
Sapphire Melee: 1,67cts 

Platinum, White/Rose Gold 18k 

Oval Sapphire: 1.05ct  Oval Spinel: 
0.92ct  Diamond Melee: 0.24ct  

Sapphire Melee: 0.85ct  
Spinel Melee: 0.86ct  

White/Blackened Gold 18k 

KASHMIR RING

CARLU EARRINGS DELL’ARTE RING 

Diamond Centre Stones; 0.60ct, 0.63ct, 
G,H-VS Melee diamonds: 0.29ct, 94pcs 

Emeralds: 0.85ct, 82pcs 
Natural Pearls: 3.41cts, 64pcs 

White/Blackened 18kt gold 

LAMPIAO EARRINGS 

Contact us

+41 78 831 15 18
+41 79 913 52 16

info@racinejewels.com

UNIQUE DESIGNS
EXCEPTIONAL GEMSTONES

ARTISANAL CRAFTSMANSHIP

https://racinejewels.com/
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LE CHAT-BOTTÉ

EXQUISITE FLAVOURS
SIGNATURE COOKING STYLE

Season after season, using produce chosen with careful 
consideration, the Chef tells us stories. The result is an 
uncluttered, gourmet menu enabling you to delight in 
superbly crafted fish and meat suggestions, a wealth of 
plant-based options and six times a year, themed menus 
that showcase a star product such as asparagus, the cep 

mushroom, citrus fruit and game.

The Chef is not only expert in immersing you in his top-
flight culinary creations, it is also his role to forge ties 
and meaning with the artisans who create true taste. 
The taste of authenticity, simplicity and knowledge 
itself, which is inseparable from eating well. This is the 
philosophy found at Le Chat-Botté, a city restaurant in 
exceptional surroundings, which for a time-limited period 
and based on inspiration as it comes, will offer exclusively 
fresh, local ingredients, it goes without saying prepared 

on site, for an incomparable fine-dining experience.

MENU

https://www.beau-rivage.ch/en/le-chat-botte-restaurant.html
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DOMINIQUE GAUTHIER

Understated, authentic and delicious are the words that guide 
Michelin-star Chef Dominique Gauthier and his teams, making 
your fine-dining moments at Le Chat-Botté an experience that is 
as unique as it is extraordinary.

Inspired by the greatest chefs, crowned with a Michelin star and 
an 18 out of 20 rating by Gault & Millau, at Le Chat-Botté Chef 
Dominique Gauthier found an establishment to match his talent. 
At the helm of Beau-Rivage Genève's fine-dining institution since 
2001, he is above all driven by passion.

A passion for refined taste and excellence in his preparations.

A passion for fine seasonal produce that he develops through 
his hand-on approach working with local artisans, supporting 
our terroir and ensuring exclusive access to exceptional produce 
for guests at Le Chat-Botté.

And of course, a passion for cooking which he hones over and 
over, along with his insatiable curiosity and high standards, to 
obtain the perfect alchemy in each of his recipes and bring you 
the most exquisite emotions.

YOHAN COIFFARD

Success here is all about proportions, the right mix of flavours, 
precise cooking and, of course, talent and creativity. Fridges hold 
promises of delicacies: puff and choux pastries, macarons, coulis 
and crèmes, and all manner of preparations, which will soon be 
ingeniously transformed into ephemeral works of art. When dessert 
is presented in all its splendour, the last frisson of a sumptuous 
dinner flutters across the table. Yohan, the master pastry Chef, 
conjures up the dessert of the day with the colours and flavours of 
the season. 

Year-round, the talented pastry team of the hotel crafts almond, 
chocolate and hazelnut delicacies, breathtaking cakes and 
extraordinary grand displays. Pastry Chef Yohan, a native of 
Brittany, loves nothing more than a good apple tart, as baked by his 
grandmother! He has as sweet a tooth as any small child and is the 
leader in this gingerbread waltz.

A PASSION FOR REFINED TASTE AND EXCELLENCE
LE CHAT-BOTTÉ

MENU BOLETUS
From Tuesday 21 September  to 

Saturday 2 October 2021 
le Chat-Botté has a unique 
Boletus menu prepared by 

Dominique Gauthier.
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In 1967 Le Chat-Botté was born, the first hotel restaurant open to the public, 
and his personal pride. Several leading names in fine dining have held the reins: 
Michelin-star chefs Lucien Leheu and Louis Outhier, followed by Richard Cressac 
who handed over the controls in 2001 to Dominique Gauthier, a member of the 
kitchen brigade since 1996.

At Le Chat-Botté, our guests are taken care of without 
haste surrounded by the perfectly executed art of 
living, so unique and omnipresent at Beau-Rivage 
Genève. The impeccable, elegant service, discreet and 
attentive, pays particular attention to perpetuating 
the hotel’s ancestral high standards of hospitality 
expertise.

By evolving in keeping with the traditional values of excellence and rigour, the 
Michelin-star Chat-Botté has succeeded in keeping its story on the same page as 
the remarkable destiny of Beau-Rivage Genève. And in so doing has for over half 
a century remained worthy of its reputation as one of Geneva’s leading fine-dining 
establishments.

FINE-DINING CHAT-BOTTÉ 
RESTAURANT

When it’s time to dine, 
an unforgettable culinary 
experience awaits you at 
Michelin-starred restaurant 
Le Chat-Botté, led by our 
talented Chef Dominique 
Gauthier. Delight your senses 
at one of  Geneva’s most 

renowned restaurants!

Our Michelin-star Chef Dominique Gauthier welcomes 
you into his kitchen and invites you to join him at 
his table for an exclusive fine-dining experience, a 
convivial, shared experience enhanced by a bespoke 
seasonal menu created specially for the occasion.

Book the Chef’s Table for your celebrations, special 
occasions, birthdays, surprises, anniversaries! An 
original way to discover or rediscover Le Chat-Botté 
during an exceptional fine-dining experience!

Reservations
From Tuesday to Friday 12 midday to 1.30 pm and 7 pm to 9.30 p.m 

and Saturday evening from 7 pm to 9.30 p.m

restauration@beau-rivage.ch
+41 22 716 69 20

AT THE CHEF’S TABLE!
AN EXCLUSIVE FINE-DINING EXPERIENCE

LE CHAT-BOTTÉ

mailto:restauration%40beau-rivage.ch%20?subject=Le%20Chat-Bott%C3%A9
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BAGHERA

Open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. from Tuesday to Saturday, 
the Boutique offers a wide range of more than 850 
fine wines covering the period from 1850 to 2018. 
Among these treasures, exceptional bottles, rare or 
even untraceable wines. Fleuron of the Boutique, a 
vast selection of exceptional Burgundy, Bordeaux and 
even the Rhône Valley - spread over a wide choice 
of large formats, including Magnums and Double-
Magnums.

In order to complete the offer and to respond to 
as many people as possible, great European and 
overseas wines have been selected to line the shelves 

of this new temple dedicated to the love of wine in 
Geneva, without forgetting a large choice of liqueurs 
and waters. exceptional life.

The experts’ team at Baghera Wines Auctions select 
all the so-called “old” wines presented at the Boutique, 
these coming from private cellars undeniably fulfill the 
specifications, whether it is a question of authenticity, 
quality or reliability. In addition to an irreproachable 
conservation, the wines are transported, for those 
who requested it, in optimal conditions of protection, 
temperature and humidity.

THE BOUTIQUE
A ROYAL SELECTION THAT IS ACCESSIBLE

As for the prices, they are made deliberately 
accessible, thus allowing amateurs to have the 
privilege of tasting extremely well preserved wines.

The most recent wines, without any possible exception, 
are purchased made directly from the domaines or 
from approved Swiss importers.

Soon, Baghera /wines will also launch its e-shop, 
expected in September 2021. 

BAGHERA/WINES

USEFUL INFORMATION

Address
2, rue Adhémar-Fabri

1204 GENEVE 

Contact
gbovagne@bagherawines.com

Phone
+41 22 910 46 30 

Website

http://www.bagherawines.com/fr/boutique/
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